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Ayurveda is the "science of life" and the body wisdom tradition
that co-arose with yoga. According to Ayurveda, the entire

universe is an interplay of the five elements: Ether, Air, Fire,
Water and Earth. Ayurveda groups the five elements into three

basic energetic forces or principles called doshas that are
present in all bodies and in all things.

VATA = air  + ether

PITTA = fire + water

KAPHA = water + earth
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Vata Dosha at a Glance:
Vata is governed by the elements of air and space. Vata people
are enthusiastic, mentally quick, alert, creative, flexible, and may
speak quickly. Vata people tend to have lankier, slighter builds
and less stable joints. Vata eating patterns and digestion can

tend to be irregular.  When a Vata person is out of balance, she
may feel over-stimulated, ungrounded, restless, and suffer from

anxiety and insomnia. Vata individuals are aggravated by dry,
cold windy weather, overstimulation, travel, lack of routine and
too much change. Those with Vata constitutions benefit from a
consistent daily routine for rising, eating and sleeping and need

to focus on keeping warm and hydrated.

Pitta Dosha at a Glance:
Pitta is governed by the elements of fire and water. Pitta people

tend to be passionate and intense. They generally have medium,
athletic builds, paler, ruddier complexions and lighter colored

eyes.  They exhibit strong precision, willfulness, focus, courage,
articulate speech and goal oriented behavior. Pitta individuals

have strong appetites, strong thirst, and generally have regular
digestion. When out of balance, a Pitta person will overwork,

burning the candle at both ends. An out of balance Pitta person
will become aggravated, overly competitive, controlling,

quarrelsome, intolerant and enraged. Excess Pitta manifests as
inflammation, infection and irritation.

Kapha Dosha at a Glance:
Kapha is governed by the elements of water and earth and tend
to be calm, unruffled people by nature. Kapha individuals tend to

have larger, stable body types, large, soft eyes, and slower
metabolisms. When in balance, Kapha people tend to be

grounded, consistent, calm, romantic, devoted, and patient.
 When out of balance, Kapha people can be stubborn, feel stuck

and sluggish in body and mind, tend toward procrastination,
weight gain, excessive sleep, and may become possessive,

melancholy and depressed.  Kapha is aggravated by cool and
damp weather.
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